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EDITORIAL

Grimaldi Group leads call for the tightening
of cargo shipment standards

A

recent report from the TT Club, the leading provider of insurance and
related risk management services, made some worthwhile points regarding cargo safety.
It revealed that a major fire breaks out on a container ship every 60 days – a
rate that, we can all agree, is much too high.
The causes of casualties can remain unknown, though these fires are often
the result of cargo misdeclaration, improper packing or loading, incorrect
labelling, and the mismanagement of dangerous goods.
Using figures from the International Cargo Handling Association, the TT
Club estimates that about 10% of the 60 million containers moved each
year by ship are declared as dangerous goods, and of these, up to 20% are
poorly stuffed or incorrectly labelled and identified. These figures, based on
information published following government inspections, suggest that there
could be up to 1.3 million potentially hazardous boxes at sea.
Regulators clearly need to step in to reduce these risks by introducing more
stringent controls and regulations on cargo sea transport, not only for containers but for rolling units too.
It is time that the International Maritime Organization, the premier regulator for the maritime industries, start an open and frank dialogue with other
bodies such as the International Chamber of Shipping and the International
Shippers’ Association.
Particularly, the carriage of hazardous goods must be made safer, meaning
that, today’s rules need reviewing. For example, the stuffing of containers
carrying dangerous goods, in particular, should be certified by external bodies, such as classification societies. Moreover, shippers who circumvent
dangerous-goods rules with false declarations should face criminal penalties.
The Grimaldi Group already has stringent policies in place to reduce risk. Already today, these rules go beyond requirements set by the IMO with more
than 100 containerised commodities specifically banned from carriage by
our fleet.
As a result of the Grande America casualty where the fire was originated
from the cargo, we are determined to take further proactive action in order
to reduce cargo fire risk to an absolute minimum.
Tightening safety standards should be achieved via cooperation throughout
the logistics chain. The automotive industry should pay attention on the quality of vehicle batteries, which often cause short-circuits on board vessels, as
well as in port terminals.
On the other hand, carriers should persuade European port authorities to
introduce a total ban on ‘byload’, the term that refers to personal effects
shipped either in or on top of second-hand vehicles, embarked on ro/ro vessels. Such a ban already exists in the US and had no negative effect on the
volume of second-hand units handled to and from the country.
Elsewhere in this issue of G-News you’ll find the latest on the lengthening of
the Cruise Roma and Cruise Barcelona in Palermo, as well as the installation
of scrubbers on board Minoan’s Mykonos Palace, the first ever on a passenger ship operating in Greek waters.
You can also read about efforts by the Valencia Terminal Europa to cut its
environmental footprint by testing hydrogen-powered machinery.
Inland, the Group is expanding its rail-sea intermodal solutions between
Germany and Venice.

FLEET

A bigger, greener
"Cruise Roma"
back in service

W

Cruise Barcelona by the end of this spring.

Grimaldi Group also took the opportunity

A new 29-meter mid-ship section has in

to supplement these operations with the

fact been inserted in the vessel, includ-

necessary repair activities and a series

the first of the two Grimaldi cruise ferries

ing around 660 linear meters for extra

of extraordinary maintenance works (of

involved in a lengthening and refurbish-

heavy goods, 80 beds in 20 new pas-

machinery, garage and weather decks,

ment programme.

senger cabins, four lounges with a total

public areas, etc.) that normally, during

orks at the Fincantieri shipyard in Palermo have recently ended for the Cruise Roma,

This unit arrived last 16

th

January in

of 450 reclining seats and a new "Family

the operation of the ship, it is very difficult

Palermo, where it underwent the com-

self-service restaurant", which will have

to carry out ", reports Pierluigi Marmo,

plex lengthening operations until the 5th

around 270 seats.

New Buildings Project Manager of the

April. Now it is the turn of the Cruise Bar-

The Cruise Roma is now about 254 me-

Group.

celona, whose completion is scheduled

ters long, she has a tonnage of around

Finally, from a technological point of view,

for the mid of June 2019.

63 thousand tonnes, can accommodate

cutting-edge solutions aimed at reducing

The two units, deployed on the Civi-

3,500 people, and includes decks for

the environmental footprint and at saving

tavecchia-Porto Torres-Barcelona daily

271 cars and over 3,700 linear meters

energy have been adopted. Notably, the

service, were already among the world's

for heavy vehicles. The project has also

interventions included the installation of

largest ferries for the transport of freight

included the redesign of the already ex-

four exhaust gas cleaning systems on the

and passengers. Yet, the Cruise Roma

isting public areas, the creation of a the-

four main engines. “Thanks to these filters,

now features an even greater loading

matic restaurant and the implementation

not only will our ships eliminate the black

capacity and comfort, and so will the

of the necessary safety equipment. "The

smoke from the funnels: they will also reGNEWS
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duce the sulphur emissions in the atmosphere up to ten times more compared to
the incoming IMO requirements, which
will enter into force on 1st January 2020”,
points out Dario Bocchetti, Energy
Saving and Innovation Manager of the

BEFORE LENGTHENING
Length:
225 mt
Gross tonnage: 55,000 tonnes
Ro-ro capacity: 3,050 linear metres

(170 commercial vehicles)
Cars:
215
Passengers:
2,944
Cabins:
479
Lounges:
1 (150 seats)
Restaurants:
2 (1 self-service and

AFTER LENGTHENING
Length:
254 mt
Gross tonnage: 63,000 tonnes
Ro-ro capacity: 3,700 linear metres

(210 commercial vehicles)
Cars:
271
Passengers:
3,500
Cabins:
499
Lounges:
5 (600 seats)
Restaurants:
3 (2 self-service and





1 à la carte; 570 seats)

1 à la carte; 850 seats)

Grimaldi Group. “Moreover, in order to
power the ship during the stops in ports,
a bank of mega lithium-ion batteries has

it has built 30 vessels over the years.

the hydrodynamic characteristics of the
hull”, explains Andrew Toso. “As for its

been installed. With a total capacity of

On the other hand, as explained by An-

5.5 MWh, the battery power pack it is the

drew Toso, Head of Merchant Market

strength, the lengthened ship has differ-

first in Mediterranean and among the larg-

Strategies and Sales of Fincantieri Ser-

ent structural requirements compared

est in the world; it equals the batteries of

vices, "the lengthening project of a ship

to those it had before the lengthening, as

90 Tesla cars and could provide energy

is divided into several phases and is abso-

the total length represents a determining

for domestic consumption to a house for

lutely comparable to the design of a new

factor in the definition of the loads and,

2 years. Thus, both in Civitavecchia and

ship, with the added difficulty of designing

therefore, of the master section. From the

Barcelona, every day the Cruise Roma and

the lengthening section and the relative

hydrodynamic point of view, the insertion

Cruise Barcelona will arrive in port with

systems in such a way as to integrate them

of a new ship section on already defined

recharged batteries, and we will achieve

into the existing ship, while minimizing in-

hull forms is not a simple operation and, if

terface problems".

we consider that generally the propulsion

Once the customer's commercial needs

system does not undergo any changes in

“Zero Emissions in Port”, a registered
trademark and objective promoted by the
Grimaldi Group”.

have been defined, two main factors

parallel with the lengthening, things will

Fincantieri has a long tradition of collabo-

guide the design phase: "The robustness

further complicate. The defined length of

ration with the Grimaldi Group, for which

of the ship beam - its global strength - and

the mid-ship section and, consequently,
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that of the lengthened ship, represent pairs and transformations is constantly the end of 2020 with the lengthening of the
the ideal compromise between the com- evolving; we are strongly committed to three luxury cruise ships from Windstar
mercial needs of the Owner, the limits the enrichment of our skills through the Cruise".
imposed by issues linked to the structural continual inclusion of new elements bring- "Every customer - concludes Toso - for Finstrength, and the lowest impact on the hy- ing experience and innovation".
cantieri represents an added value. The
In addition to increasing expertise and
drodynamic efficiency of the hull".
future of other similar contracts depends
Such complex, major works can only know-how, ship-lengthening intervenon the good results of the single order. The
have positive effects in terms of employ- tions can also contribute to the longseries of car-carriers built by Fincantieri
ment. The Grimaldi Group has allocated sought relaunch of the Palermo shipyard.
for
the Grimaldi Group over the last 30
a significant number of resources to the "The experience of Fincantieri in this seclengthening project of its cruise ferries. tor - underlines Andrew Toso - has very years is a demonstration of mutual respect
"Since the operations have been concen- deep roots making the company a primary and trust".
trated in a rather short time frame (ten reference in the world shipbuilding scene. Esteem and trust reciprocated by the Neweeks for the Cruise Roma and nine for In fact, in our shipyard in Palermo, more apolitan shipping company, as confirmed
the Cruise Barcelona), our Group has cre- than 30 lengthening projects have been by Pierluigi Marmo: "The decision to enated a site office in the Palermo shipyard, successfully carried out over the past 30 trust Fincantieri with the lengthening and
consisting of about ten employees and a years alone".
refurbishment project of the Cruise Roma
number of crew members ranging be- "The qualitative leap - he adds - was
and Cruise Barcelona has been carefully
tween 50 and 70, depending on the phases made in 2014, when we started an ambievaluated by our Group. This decision was
of the works", points out Pierluigi Marmo. tious series of passenger ship lengthening
made both because the two units were
From Fincantieri, in turn, Andrew Toso programmes. The projects related to the
originally designed and built by Fincanadds that, if one considers both direct Cruise Roma and Cruise Barcelona are, reand indirect jobs, "about 700 workers spectively, the sixth and the seventh in the tieri in the Castellammare di Stabia plant
go on board every day, a number set to last 5 years, and fall within an absolutely and for the significant experience in the
decrease as the activities are completed. positive and flattering trend of orders that lengthening field already accrued by FinFincantieri's team that deals with ship re- will keep the Palermo shipyard busy until cantieri in its plant in Palermo ".
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"Mykonos Palace"
the first scrubber-equipped
greek passenger vessel

L

ast February Minoan Lines welcomed back in its fleet H/S/F
Mykonos Palace, the first vessel in
the Greek passenger shipping sector, on
which a scrubber system was installed.
Scrubbers are pollution control devices
that are used to remove some particulates and/or gases from exhaust streams.
Minoan Lines has modernized its vessels
on time, in view of the implementation of
the new International Maritime Organization (IMO) Regulation, as of 1st January
2020, and the installation of the new system on its vessels is in progress.
Minoan Lines will be the first shipping
Company in the Greek ferry sector with
its vessels, H/S/F Knossos Palace, H/S/F
Festos Palace and H/S/F Mykonos Palace,

to be fully harmonized with the new requirements for reduced emissions for the
benefit of the environment.
With a length of 214 metres and a breadth
of 26.40 metres, the Mykonos Palace can

carry 1,900 passengers and 821 cars (or
104 trucks and 110 cars).
She is deployed on the Minoan Lines
daily service, linking Piraeus with Heraklion (Crete).

Tourism Awards 2019
Four distinctions for Minoan Lines!

F

our important top distinctions were
gained by Minoan Lines at this year's
event of the TOURISM AWARDS 2019,
which was held during a glorious ceremony on the 9th of April at the “Hellenic
Cosmos“ Cultural Center, in Athens.
During the event, which took place in the
presence of representatives and agents
in the tourism sector, Minoan Lines won:
• GOLDEN AWARD for the Support of
Local Communities and Corporate Social Responsibility actions, implemented
by the company, in the Branding / Public
Relations / People Strategy category.
• GOLDEN AWARD for the “New Destinations” in the Attractions & Destination
category for the promotion of new Greek
destinations. The commercial and emo-
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tional goal of the company for the year
2018 was to enrich both the line between
Piraeus and Chania with a jewel of the
Greek passenger shipping industry and
bring the island of Crete closer to the rest
of the Cyclades island complex, offering
to passengers and professionals, high
quality integrated services and turning
their trip into a unique and unforgettable
experience.
• SILVER AWARD for the Integrated OnLine Strategy Marketing Campaign titled
"In Cyclades with Sifis", which was implemented in collaboration with the experienced team of the company ‘Forest
View’ of the TDG Group, in the Branding
/ Public Relations / People Strategy category, via a Social Media enabled cam-

paign and managed to convey the Cretan
hospitality to the cosmopolitan islands of
Cyclades with the help of the Facebook
community.
• SILVER AWARD for the Exploitation
of specialized and personalized Functionalities in the Digital & Technology
category. In cooperation with the company ‘Wedia’, Minoan Lines proceeded
to the creation of Minoan Lines Getaway,
a Bilingual Travel Blog (https://getaway.
minoan.gr).
These awards confirm the constant efforts made by Minoan Lines’ management and personnel on land and at sea,
for the upgrading of maritime transport
in our country and the continuous offer
towards the community/society.

TERMINALS

Valencia Terminal
Europa cuts its
environmental footprint
Grimaldi’s ro-ro terminal is first of its kind to test hydrogen-powered machinery

W

ith the aim of pursuing green
solutions in their activities,
the Grimaldi Group and its
sister company Valencia Terminal Europa (VTE) have recently joined the European project “H2PORTS - Implementing Fuel Cells and Hydrogen Technologies in Ports”, whose first internal technical meeting took place in Valencia last 5th
of February.
The main aim of H2PORTS is to provide
efficient solutions that will facilitate a
rapid transition from a fossil fuel-based
to a low-carbon, zero-emissions industry. The use of hydrogen for vehicles and
machinery has previously been tested
in other logistics and transport sectors,
so this action proposes different pilot
schemes to bridge the gap between prototypes and pre-commercial products.
Specifically, within the framework of
this project, two pilot initiatives will be
tested in real-world operating conditions
at VTE: a terminal tractor for ro-ro op-

erations, powered by hydrogen fuel cells;
and a mobile hydrogen refuelling station
that will supply the fuel needed to ensure
the continuous work cycles of the above
mentioned machinery.
Through these H2PORTS project actions
VTE, which operates a ro-ro terminal in
the port of Valencia, will become the first
European port facility of its kind to use
hydrogen-powered machinery, thus reducing its environmental footprint.
Furthermore, the H2PORTS project will
carry out feasibility studies on the development of a sustainable hydrogen supply chain in the port, coordinating all the
actors involved: customers, hydrogen
producers, suppliers, etc.
The aims of the project are thus to test
and validate hydrogen technologies for
port machinery in order to achieve applicable, real-world solutions that produce
zero local emissions, without affecting
the performance and safety of port operations.

The H2PORTS project is funded by the
Fuel Cell and Hydrogen Joint Undertaking (FCH JU), a European public-private
partnership whose aim is to promote the
adoption of hydrogen as an alternative
fuel, thanks to the low emissions it generates. The total project investment is worth
Euro 4 million.
Together with the Grimaldi Group and
Valencia Terminal Europa, other project
participants include, Fundación Valenciaport (coordinator of the project), the
Port Authority of Valencia, the Centro
Nacional del Hidrógeno (Spain’s National Hydrogen Centre) and the private
companies Atena, Ballard Power Systems
Europe and Enagás.
Through the implementation of these
H2PORTS project actions, the Grimaldi
Group companies continue the search
for less polluting solutions to implement
in ports, thus contributing to the decarbonisation of transport-related activities.
GNEWS
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The Group expands its
Germany-Greece rail/sea
intermodal solutions

S

ea/train intermodal services link- efficient and environmentally friendly transing Germany with Greece and port solution. This project is an important
Southern Italy have recently been example of how combined rail and marienhanced thanks to the new Venice- time transport can provide an excellent
Duisburg rail link managed by Rail Cargo intermodal solution, while fully respecting
the EU's mission to reduce CO2 emissions
Group launched in mid-March.
The new direct railway service connects and road congestion”.
the Italian Motorways of the Sea termi- “We welcome Rail Cargo Group to our Duisnal to the Duisburg Krefeld-Uerdingen burg terminal and the opportunity to fully
(Germany) logistic center managed by demonstrate our capabilities of handling
Samskip via Tarvisio, Salzburg. It has and distribution services” commented in
a transit time of only 29 hours and a tri- turn Henk van Dieren, Chairman of
weekly frequency per route, opening a Samskip Rail. “The new Venice-Duisburg
range of new possible connections on service brings cost effective opportunities
the Scandinavian-Mediterranean corri- for customers and added value from using
dor. The new service allows, in fact, the additional connection to Scandinavia. Samhandling of semi-trailers, containers and skip is dedicated to sustainable transport
swap bodies, between Northern Europe, solutions and our 140,000-sqm multimodal
Greece (Patras and Igoumenitsa) and rail terminal in Duisburg, equipped with
Southern Italy (Bari), through the regular nine tracks, each 720 metres in length, and
connections offered by Grimaldi Lines. A two operational gantry cranes, is fully serfully intermodal solution that will increase vicing this purpose”.
the port and railway operation of the port Mediterranean ports are increasingly
of Venice.
central in the scenario of international
“With the new Duisburg-Venice TransFER trade between Europe, Africa and Asia,
connection we are sending a clear signal and remain fundamental infrastructures
in the direction of the strongly aspiring for the intra-European traffic. In this conAdriatic port of Venice”, stated Monika text, Venice is a primary European port
Gindl-Muzik, Sales Development of Rail node, at the intersection of two EU corCargo Group. “This efficient and environ- ridors (Mediterranean and Scan-Med)
mentally friendly logistics solution will sup- and terminal of the Motorways of the Sea
port an increase in freight traffic – through corridor.
the introduction of new ferry connections The introduction of the new Venice-Duisfrom/to Venice and the use of larger ferries. burg railway service fits within a strategy
The direct train connects Venice non-stop of intermodal development of the Venewith Germany and links the entire Northern tian port which, in recent years, has firmly
European region with Southern Europe.”
aimed at boosting the Motorways of the
Guido Grimaldi, Corporate Short Sea Sea terminal and the railway connection
Shipping Commercial Director of the infrastructure.
Grimaldi Group, highlighted the impor- The modern MoS terminal in Fusina
tance of the new intermodal connection remains a leading infrastructure in the
from both economic and environmental North-Adriatic area in fact, also thanks to
perspectives: “The maritime and railway the exclusive use for ro/ro and ro/pax trafmodes, put together, are undoubtedly an fic. Evidence is provided by traffic data,
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DUISBURG

VENICE

BARI
IGOUMENITSA
PATRAS

that recorded a double-digit growth in
freight transported by ferry (+ 20.8% in
2018 compared to the previous year, for
a total of 1,841,491 tons), notably thanks to
the presence of Grimaldi Lines that connects Venice with Greece (Patras and
Igoumenitsa) and Southern Italy (Bari)
regularly.
Finally, last year the enhancement of railway services led to the achievement of record results for the port of Venice railway
traffic: in 2018, 100,754 wagons were handled (+ 11.3% compared to 2017), amounting to 2,596,742.96 tons (+ 11.2%). These
results confirm the interest of the market
in the railway modality, which allows to
connect the Venetian port with the whole
Po Valley and with central and northern
Europe through Brennero and Tarvisio.

EVENTS

The Grimaldi Group and ALIS
at Transpotec Logitec 2019

T

he Grimaldi Group
videos like the one showing
has participated also
the Grimaldi vessels being
this year in Transpotec
lengthened in Palermo... I
Logitec, the most important
think we are second to none.
Italian event involving the
[…] The only problem is havmain transport and logistics
ing the same rules for everyplayers, which took place in
one and not being subject to
Verona from 21st to 24th Febunfair competition”.
ruary.
In turn, Guido Grimaldi
The Neapolitan Group, Euacknowledged the Minropean leader in the Motorister’s personal and inways of the Sea, presented to
stitutional support to the
the main operators of the loassociation and, more in
gistic chain its vast network
general, to the companies
of maritime connections,
operating in the logistics
representing a sustainable
and transport sectors: “the
and efficient alternative to
Government’s participation
pure road transport. Speconfirms that the political
cial emphasis was also
and institutional world is
given to the Group’s latest
working hard to increase
investments, including the
the level of security, to comlengthening and refurbishbat precarious work and
ment project of its cruise ferGuido Grimaldi and Italy's Deputy Prime Minister Matteo Salvini
to avoid the exodus of our
ries Cruise Roma and Cruise
young people from Italy”.
organization and direct promotion of
Barcelona, the order of 12 5th
Guido Grimaldi also illustrated the main
generation ro-ro hybrid vessels, and the discussions and debates on key issues
points of the institutional political proforthcoming launch of a Grimaldi app in the transport world, through a long segram
of the main Italian association for
ries of conferences and workshops held
designed for logistics operators.
the development of logistics and transThe Group's stand was located inside the from 21st to 23rd February and attended
port,
and its main objectives achieved.
ample exhibition area of ALIS, the Logis- by governmental bodies, experts and
“ALIS
represents
that part of Italy that wants
tic Association of Sustainable Intermodal- market stakeholders.
to
get
things
done,
and to do them well,
ity. Founded and headed by Guido Gri- “ALIS has reached incredible numbers. It
with
sacrifice
and
precise
objectives. We
maldi, it is the biggest Italian transport is one of the few associations that bring
and logistics association, including 1,400 ideas instead of asking. When I meet en- are a consolidated reference in the transmember companies employing over 150 trepreneurs who offer solutions rather than port world, a cluster of excellences, capathousand people, over 105 thousand ve- bringing problems, I am the happiest man ble of generating around 20-billion-euro
hicles, more than 140,300 annual mari- in the world”. With these words, the Ital- revenues and over 1,500 new jobs in 2018
time connections and more than 120 Mo- ian Deputy Prime Minister and Minister alone. Together to grow for an Italy on the
torways of the Sea, interports and ports of Internal Affairs, Matteo Salvini, ac- move”.
cepted Guido Grimaldi’s invitation to the During the conference, the Italian Deputy
as honorary members.
ALIS had a prominent role in Transpotec closing conference of the ALIS three-day Prime Premier, the president of ALIS and
Logitec, as the following numbers show: round and expressed his great apprecia- other prominent speakers addressed
700 square meters of exhibition area, 5 tion for Guido and his association’s work. together the main issues of the logistics
institutional conferences, 20 thematic Matteo Salvini also added: “I have found and transport sector as well as themes of
sessions, 40 speakers. Its major con- here a group of companies that want to topical relevance and deep interest for
tribution to the event consisted in the listen and to get things done. When I see the entrepreneurial world.
GNEWS
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The Grimaldi Foundation
launches the "Family
School" project
The project involves
numerous associations
to assist families and the
most vulnerable people in
Naples

L

ast 25th of January, the the "Family
School” project officially started:
it is conceived, created and financed by the Grimaldi Foundation in
collaboration with various third sector
associations. The headquarters of the
social activities is the Bianchi Institute,
one of the most renowned schools of the
city. The building of over 10,000 square
meters, located in the historic center of
Naples, was agreed to be taken over by
the Foundation for a sum exceeding 10
million euros last October, following intense negotiations with the religious order of the Barnabites.
The "Family School” project includes various activities that aim to support large
and low-income families in the city of

From the left: Naples' Cardinal Crescenzio
Sepe and Donna Paola Grimaldi, President
of Grimaldi Foundation

10 GNEWS

Naples, the elderly, children, youngsters - the “Libera Officina 21,22,23” Associaand the disabled.
tion will offer paths of family, social and
The first activity, managed directly by work autonomy, in favour of children and
the Grimaldi Foundation, is the Spes-F, adults in conditions of disability.
a program which started last year and "The initiative enabled the Bianchi, while
involves large and low-income families being a benchmark for at-risk social
in parental enhancement seminars in groups, to become an example of a conthe economic, legal, domestic, health crete and tangible solidarity with Naples
and relational fields, with an attendance and the south of Italy", said the founder
token as remuneration. In addition, an and managing director of the Grimaldi
after-school program was activated for Foundation Emanuele Grimaldi. "It
children and a free counter for families.
intends to be like a declaration of love for
Furthermore, within the framework of the our city".
"Family School" project, other initiatives In addition to the "Family School" project,
will be launched by this summer:
in the course of last semester the Grimal- the Community of Sant’Egidio will im- di Foundation has fully financed, in Naplement the “Viva Gli Anziani” project, ples and in other Italian cities, initiatives
the private and free seniority support in favor of family homes, training projects
program for the most important region- and summer camps for young people in
al and national levels, which will involve the suburbs in difficult conditions; equalover 1,500 elderly people over 75;
ly significant was the Foundation's com- the Bianchi Ex-Alumni Association will mitment to important cancer research
give life to the secular school tradition of projects coordinated by prestigious
the building by reopening the elemen- university centers in Northern Italy, and
tary and secondary school, combining in support of a free home assistance and
high-level training and social commit- assistance program for terminal cancer
ment;
patients in Naples.

CORPORATE SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY

Grimaldi Lines supports
Italian Naval League
paralympic athletes

G

rimaldi Lines has recently supported the Italian Naval League
of the Palermo Centro section
in promoting Paralympic sports. The m/v
Zeus Palace, deployed on the PalermoLivorno route hosted the Palermo crews
and the four Hansa 303 Paralympic boats
that participated in the International Sailing Week Naval Academy and City of
Livorno 2019, which was held from 23rd
of April to the 1st of May.
The Trophy is one of the most important
sailing events in Italy: over 1,000 sailors and 300 boats take part each year.
Among the novelties of the 2019 edition
there is also the Hansa 303 National Regatta, which was attended by the 8 athletes with disabilities of the Italian Naval
League-Palermo Centro section. The
Livorno race was a stop on the course
these athletes are making in view of the
Hansa 303 Paralympic Italian Sailing
Championship, which will be held in
Palermo in June, organized by the Italian
Naval League - Palermo Centro section
on behalf of the Italian Sailing Federation
and in coordination with the Italian Hansa

Class 303 and with the Italian Paralympic
Committee.
The sponsorship fits perfectly in the
context of activities that Grimaldi Lines
is carrying out for people with special
needs. The Company's particular focus
is on the Grimaldi Accessible Tourism
project, launched in 2018 thanks to the
partnership with Bed & Care and the
collaboration with the most important
trade associations. Thanks to the “Your

Disability Manager” service, on the 25
maritime connections operated by the
Company - with destination Italy, Spain,
Greece, Malta, Tunisia and Morocco before departure passengers with disabilities can request information and / or
book dedicated services, such as mobility aids, personalized transfers to / from
the port of embarkation, the assistance
of nurses and socio-sanitary operators.

Humanitarian aid to Nigeria

T

he Grimaldi Group has recently delivered a 20-foot container full
of non-perishable food, clothes and various tools to Sister Alessia
and her voluntary team working in Lagos, Nigeria. The 3,200 kg of
humanitarian aid were collected and forwarded thanks to the Italian
non-profit, voluntary association “La Ferrovia”, which launched and
coordinated a charity drive in the Salerno area.
The container was then shipped from Salerno to Lagos, where
it arrived last 25th March. The Grimaldi Group, together with its
maritime agency Michele Autuori, located in Salerno, was glad to
contribute to the project by carrying out the shipment, offering the
association “La Ferrovia” a substantially reduced fare.
GNEWS 11
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Grimaldi Group's new
corporate training program
for seafarers launched

T

he Grimaldi Group, in its efforts to
enhance its focus on excellence also in the recruitment, training and
career development of its seafarers, has
launched a corporate training program
in collaboration with the Italian Maritime Academy Technologies (IMAT) of
Naples. This is an integrated 5-year plan
that covers a wide range of training modules, both mandatory and - above all - of
professional qualification, and it is aimed
for its seafarers with a combination of active workshops and classroom facilities.
Participants will receive adequate skills
in the field of safety and for the use of new
technologies of ongoing implementation
on the Group’s vessels (i.e. specific Ecdis,
Ballast Water Management, Scrubbers,
High Voltage, Hybrid technology, etc.),
as well as developing training module
programs tailored to meet different
business needs, adapted to international standards (English Marlins test and
Seagull-CES assessment, Multicultural
awareness, etc.), with a focus at practical instruction and solving the various
real situations that can occur on board,
in full compliance with applicable laws
and regulations.
The Group, identifying different sets of
modules in the development of training
courses, will remodel the arguments that
tide up with the Company Policy, Management Systems and the new regulations in place. A dedicated team has been
created for running inhouse safety work
environment for Senior Officers. The program will tend to cover all the activities
related to the training of the whole pool of
several thousands crew members representing the entire Company’s roster.
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The Group’s President Gianluca Grimaldi said: "We are very happy to take
care of the training for our loyal staff, and
we hope to attract even more qualified
seafarers. There is an incredible interest from the labor market for our Group,
whose activities are in continuous expansion." The program is designed to
promote the interaction between shorebased staff and those onboard, raising
the quality level of the service overall. "I
see nothing but a better market for our future, and I believe these are the tools that
contribute to achieving it", he concluded.
"This collaboration is very exciting, and
starts from the determination to want to
better manage the resources and the
workforce, whose level can be raised
through a structured plan of continuous
professional qualification. It is no secret

that an experienced and well-trained crew,
grown within the Company with a sense
of belonging to the brand, is the real key
to a successful ship management", said
Marcello Pica, Marine HR Director of
the Grimaldi Group.
Europe and Italy, in particular, are the
most important personnel selection basins for the Group, and the sole to cover
the needs of Short Sea and cabotage
routes. It is therefore possible to guarantee, at least for some routes, an important
synergy if combined with the high-level
training of our Italian and EU personnel.
The Group also employs Filipino professionals to complete the crew compositions on deep-sea routes.

AWARDS

Italia Travel
Awards 2019
to Grimaldi Lines
Venice
Savona

Barcelona

Porto
Torres
Olbia

Ancona
Livorno
Civitavecchia
Salerno
Brindisi
Corfu
Palermo

Tunis
Tangier

G

rimaldi Lines is the most popular ferry company among Italian passengers. In an event
which took place last 6th May at Acquario Romano in Rome, the jury of the Italia
Travel Awards 2019, composed not only
by travel agents and operators, but also
by travelers, expressed their preference
for the Neapolitan group for each of the
categories examined.
Italia Travel Awards is the prestigious
award that, having reached its fourth edition this year, celebrates the commitment
and skills of the tourism industry, with the
aim of encouraging the development and
professionalism of the sector.
Francesca Marino, Passenger Department Manager of Grimaldi Lines,
commented: "What we now receive is

a recognition that fills us with pride, because it arises from the judgment of the
many travelers who choose and love our
Company. We have always worked to ensure that the Grimaldi Lines brand is an
absolute guarantee of quality, acceptance
and reliability for the market. To this we

Igoumenitsa
Patras
Piraeus Mykonos
Paros
Ios
Santorini
Chania
Heraklion

support the possibility of traveling at any
time of the year at really interesting prices,
thanks to a wide and varied proposal of
promotions and special rates ".
Grimaldi Lines offers a network of 25
maritime connections to/from the most
beautiful places in Italy, (including Sardinia and Sicily), Spain, Greece, Malta,
Tunisia and Morocco. All routes are operated by modern ferries, with an average age of only 10 years. Among these
stand out in particular the twin flagships
Cruise Roma and Cruise Barcelona: the
two latest generation cruise ferries have
recently undergone an important extension and restyling, which made them
even more welcoming and at the same
time limited their impact environmental
during port stops.
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AGREEMENTS

Telespazio to provide
satellite communication
services to the Group

T

elespazio, a joint venture between
Leonardo (67%) and Thales (33%),
and the Grimaldi Group recently

signed two contracts for the upgrade of
the Group’s satellite communications capacity on its fleet of cargo and passenger

vessels.
The first agreement provides for managing on-board communications for RO/RO,
RO/RO multi-purpose and PCTC (Pure
Car & Truck Carrier) vessels in the Grimaldi fleet that operate between Northern Europe, North and South America,
West Africa, and the Mediterranean.
Specifically, Telespazio will take care of

the design and supply of on-board systems for satellite communications and
related broadband services, including backup, on a multi-regional scale.
These services will be provided via
Telespazio’s global coverage platform
operated by the Fucino Space Centre
(L’Aquila).
The second agreement covers renovating basic (voice and data) satellite

telecommunication services for crew
and passengers, on mixed cargo/passenger ships that the Neapolitan Group
currently operates in the Mediterranean,
between Italy (including Sardinia and
Sicily), Greece, Spain, Tunisia, Morocco
and Malta.
The overall value of both agreements
signed between Telespazio and the Grimaldi Group is about Euro 5 million.

The Grimaldi Adriatic Line goes rally

R

alliart Off Road Team Italy – the most
important Italian company renting
rally vehicles for international competitions – has recently chosen the Grimaldi
Group Adriatic Service for its shipments.
Last March the “R Team” entrusted the
Neapolitan group with the shipment of
two racing cars and a workshop truck
that were to participate in the “Desert
Baja Israel” race, taking place in one of
the most challenging and yet spectacular
locations, the Israeli desert. This was the
first race of the 2019 “East European Tout
Terrain Series”, an international rally trophy that connects people from different
countries, making motorsport a part of
multiculturalism.
The vehicles left Monfalcone (Italy) and
reached Ashdod (Israel) onboard the
Grande Spagna; after the race, the Grimaldi Group arranged their shipment
back to Italy.
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Corpora t e Soc i a l R e s pon s i bi l i t y

Marini-Fayat plant on board
"Grande Italia"

O

n the 31st of January an important special cargo was loaded on board
m/vessel Grande Italia, from Ravenna to Ashdod.
The cargo was composed of a new bitumen plant, complete with all the
components: in particular the main plant measured 1.5 metres in length, 2.50
metres in width and weighed 5 tonnes.
This last generation plant was built by Gruppo Marini- Fayat, and it is equipped
with a recycling line which, with the introduction of "Rap" (Recycled Asphalt
Pavement), allowing a recovery of 40% of the material to be replaced. The
maximum production capacity is 260 tonnes per hour.

Helicopter on board
"Grande New York"

O

n the 3rd of March a civil helicopter was shipped on board the m/vessel
Grande New York, on the maritime line linking Savona to Baltimora.
Its main body weighed 3.500kg, with a length of 12.20 metres, a width of
2.90 metres and a height of 3.60 metres; it was loaded on the 40-foot mafi
trailer and was lifted from the top with a special lifting hook, with a special
transport saddle.

Used Helicopter from
Esbjerg to South America

L

ast February a used helicopter was loaded on board m/vessel Grande
Ellade, in the port of Esbjerg, Denmark. The chopper was previously
deployed in the Scandinavian off-shore segment and was shipped to Rio de
Janeiro, Brazil - via the Port of Antwerp.
The helicopter’s main chassis measuring 17 x 3.9 x 4.5 metres was rolled onboard using trailer, the rotors and other parts lashed securely to a 40-foot mafi.

Futuristic space truck on board
“Atlantic Sun"

L

ast February, the m/vessel Atlantic Sun discharged in Antwerp the Zailab
futuristic space truck, which was first transported from South Africa to the
US, and then to Europe.
Cape Town-based space-age software company ZaiLab, which specialises in a
new take on staid contact centre software, tasked its industrial design team to
design a futuristic space truck that can travel from Cape Town to Cairo in 300 days.
ZaiLab CEO, Nour Addine Ayyoub, decided to partner the truck’s journey with
his humanitarian project, “Voices of Humanity”, which aims to record the lived
experience of a wide spectrum of people. The intention, in this inaugural journey,
is to spread the message of rewarding conversations across the Continent.
The custom-built vehicle features a repurposed military 6×6 MAN KAT chassis, a
heavy duty V10 diesel engine, while the bodywork design was inspired by futuristic
vehicles from science fiction films such as Tron, 2001: A Space Odyssey and Star
Wars. The truck can survive even the toughest terrain, which has come in handy
in its great trek across the Continent.
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M ed i t e r r a n e a n Ne twor k
SPAIN LINES
SPAIN

SICILY LINES
SICILY

to VALENCIA
V
from

departures
x
week

Savona
Livorno
Salerno
Cagliari
Palermo *
Porto Torres
T

daily
daily
3 x week
3 x week
2 x week
1 week

to BARCELONA
departures
x
week

from

Savona
daily
Civitavecchia
daily
Livorno
4 x week
Porto Torres
Torres 2/5 x week
Livorno

Savona

Civitavecchia
Salerno
Saler

BARCELONA

to CATANIA
AT
ATANIA

to PALERMO
PALERMO

departures
x
week

from

Genoa
Livorno
Malta
Patras
Salerno
Brindisi
Ravenna

5 x week
3 x week
4 x week
1 x week
daily
3 x week
3 x week

Genoa

Cagliari

Palermo

Ravenna

ALERMO

Catania

T
Tunis

to CAGLIARI
CA

2 x week
2 x week
1 x week
2 x week
2 x week

* Via Cagliari

SARDINIA LINES

to TUNIS

Genoa
Livorno
Civitavecchia
Salerno
Palermo

CATANIA
ATANIA

Malta

* Via Salerno

departures
x
week

Brindisi

Salerno
Saler
no

Valencia
Valencia

TUNISIA LINES
from

Genoa
daily
Livorno
3 x week
Salerno
daily
Cagliari
4 x week
Tunis
2 x week
Valencia
V
alencia * 3 x week

Livorno
Livor

Porto TTorr
orres
VALENCIA
V
ALENCIA

departures
x
week

from

Genoa
Livorno
no
Civitavecchia
Salerno
Saler
no

to OLBIA

departures
x
week

from

Salerno
V
Valencia
Palermo
Genoa
Livorno

from

3 x week
3 x week
3 x week
4 x week
4 x week

Palermo

Livorno
Civitavecchia

to PORTO TORRES
departures
x
week

from

departures
x
week

daily
daily

Civitavecchia
Barcelona

2/5 x week
2/5 x week

Genoa
Livorno
Livorno
Civitavecchia
Salerno
Saler
no

Barcelona
celona
Valencia
Valencia

AGLIARI

Palermo

Find all timetable on http://cargo.grimaldi-lines.com
MALT
MA
LTA LINES
LTA

NORTH>SOUTH ITAL
ITALY
ALY LINES

to MALTA
MAL

to BARI

departures
x
week

from

Genoa
Livorno
Salerno
Catania
Brindisi*
Ravenna*

3 x week
3 x week
1 x week
4 x week
3 x week
3 x week

departures
x
week

from

Genoa

V
Venice
Ravenna

Ravenna

3 x week
3 x week

to BRINDISI

Ravenna
Catania

Salerno
Saler

from

3 x week
1 x week

Livorno
Genoa

Brindisi

to GENOA
GENO

departures
x
week

from

departures
x
week

Salerno

daily

V
Venice
Ravenna
Bari
Saler
Salerno

Catania

Brindisi

MALTA
MALTA

Catania
* Via Catania

MOROCCO LINES

GREECE AND MONTENEGRO LINES

to TANGIER
T
from

departures
x
week

Savona
Livorno
Civitavecchia
Barcelona

1 x week
1 x week
1 x week
1 x week

to PATRA
PA
S
from

Savona
Livorno
Civitavecchia

Ancona
Brindisi
Ravenna
V
Venice
Bari

Barcelona
celona

daily
daily
3 x week
5 x week
3 x week
to BAR

from

Genoa
Savona
Catania

TTANGIER
ANGIER

departures
x
week

1 x week
1 x week
1 x week

TTANGIER
ANGIER

Passengers & Freight

to IGOUMENITSA

departures
x
week

Freight Only

from

V
Venice
Ancona
Brindisi

V
Venezia
Savona Genoa
Ravenna
Ancona

Bar
Bari
Brindisi

Catania

departures
x
week

2 x week
daily
daily

Finnlines Net wo rk
GERMANY - FINLAND LINES
Uusikaupunki

POLAND - FINLAND LINES

to TRAVEMÜNDE

Turku Helsinki
Kotka
Hanko

departures
x
week

from

Hanko

Helsinki
7/8 x week
Uusikaupunki 4 x week
Turku
2 x week
to ROSTOCK
departures
x
week

from

TRAVEMÜNDE

Helsinki
Hanko

LÜBECK ROSTOCK

1 x week
4 x week

GDYNIA

to GDYNIA
from

departures
x
week

Hanko

3 x week

to LÜBECK
departures
x
week

from

Kotka

1 x week

DENMARK - FINLAND LINES

SWEDEN - FINLAND LINES
Naantali

Helsinki
KAPELLSKÄR

AARHUS

to AARHUS

to KAPELLSKÄR

departures
x
week

from

Helsinki

from

2 x week

Naantali

SWEDEN - GERMANY LINES

departures
x
week

2 x day

UK - FINLAND LINES
Helsinki

MALMÖ

Travemünde
to MALMÖ
from

departures
x
week

Travemünde

2 x day

BISCAY LINES

HULL

to HULL
from

Helsinki

departures
x
week

1 x week

SPAIN AND NORTH SEA LINES

Kotka

Helsinki

Gothenburg

St. Petersburg
Paldiski

Teesport
Hull
Travemünde
TILBURY

ZEEBRUGGE
ANTWERP

BILBAO

Tilbury

Rostock

Zeebrugge

to TILBURY - ZEEBRUGGE - BILBAO - ANTWERP
from

Kotka
Helsinki
Paldiski
St.Petersburg
Rostock /Travemunde

to BILBAO

departures
x
week

1 x week
1 x week
1 x week
1 x week
1 x week

from

BILBAO

Zeebrugge
Gothenburg
Hull
Teesport
Tilbury

departures
x
week

1 x week
1 x week
1 x week
1 x week
1 x week

A t l a n t i c Ne tw or k

GOTHENBURG

LIVERPOOL
TILBURY

HAMBURG
AMSTERDAM
ANTWERP

LE HAVRE

HALIFAX

SAVONA GENOA
MARSEILLE
LIVORNO
BILBAO
SETE
CIVITAVECCHIA
LEIXOES
SALERNO
VALENCIA
LISBON
GIOIA TAURO

BOSTON
PROVIDENCE
NEW YORK
BALTIMORE
NORFOLK

CASABLANCA

SAVANNAH
GALVESTON JACKSONVILLE

TUXPAN
NOUAKCHOTT

VERACRUZ

DAKAR
BANJUL
CONAKRY
FREETOWN
LOME COTONOU
MONROVIA
ABIDJAN TEMA
LAGOS
SAN PEDRO TAKORADI
MALABO
DOUALA
BATA
LIBREVILLE
POINTE NOIRE
LUANDA

VITORIA
RIO DE JANEIRO
SANTOS
PARANAGUA

MONTEVIDEO
ZARATE

MEDITERRANEAN EXPRESS SERVICE: Frequency: 9 days (since this month with the addition of another ship)
PORTS: Valencia / Sete / Marseille / Genoa / Livorno / Salerno -> Casablanca / Dakar / Abidjan / Lome/Cotonou/Lagos/Douala/Dakar/Valencia.
T / Shipment at Dakar to: Nouakchott / Banjul / Conakry / Monrovia / Douala / Point Noire / Luanda / Libreville
NORTH AMERICA – WEST AFRICA SERVICE: Frequency: 10 days
PORTS: Galveston/Jacksonville/ Savannah/Baltimore/New York/Providence -> Dakar/Cotonou/Lagos/Lome/Tema
T / Shipment at Dakar to: Nouakchott / Banjul / Conakry / Monrovia / Douala / Point Noire / Luanda / Bata / Malabo / Libreville

ATLANTIC CONTAINER LINE: Frequency: weekly
PORTS: Hamburg / Antwerp / Liverpool / Halifax / New York City / Baltimore / Portsmouth / Halifax / Liverpool / Hmaburg / Antwerp

MEDITERRANEAN-NORTH AMERICA SERVICE: Frequency: 3 departures per month / 50 days rotation
PORTS: Savona / Livorno / Civitavecchia / Gioia Tauro / Valencia / Halifax / New York / Baltimore / Jacksonville / Houston / Veracruz / Tuxpan / Antwerp

NORTH EUROPE-WEST AFRICA SERVICES
With a departure every two days from Europe, the Group offers an unrivalled set of four different services – Central Express, Southern Express and
Mediterranean Express Service – which directly serve a total of over 20 ports in the region.

CENTRAL EXPRESS: Frequency: Weekly
PORTS: Amsterdam/Hamburg/Tilbury/Antwerp ->Casablanca/Freetown/Abidjan/Cotonou/Lagos/Tema  /San Pedro/Amsterdam

SOUTHERN EXPRESS: Frequency: 1st Loop sailing every 14 days - 2nd Loop sailing every 18 days
PORTS: Antwerp/Hamburg/Le Havre/Leixoes/Lisbon -> Casablanca/Dakar/Nouakchott/Conakry/Monrovia/Point-Noire/Luanda/Bata/Malabo/
Lome/Douala/Libreville/Takorady/Banjul/ Antwerp
T / Shipment at Dakar to: Abidjan  / Cotonou / Lagos / Tema
NORTH EUROPE- WEST AFRICA/SOUTH AMERICA: Frequency: 12/13 days
PORTS: Antwerp/Hamburg/Dakar -> Vitoria/Rio de Janeiro/Santos/Paranagua/Zarate/Montevideo/Santos/Rio de Janeiro/Vitoria/Dakar/
Antwerp
T / Shipment at Montevideo to: Asuncion
T / Shipment options via Antwerp as Grimaldi North Europe hub port connecting all Grimaldi Deepsea services as well as Grimaldi Euromed/Euroaegean, ACL and
Finnlines services

Updated schedules are available at the following link: www.grimaldi.co.uk/agencyuk/schedules.aspx
www.aclcargo.com

Eurom ed Net w o rk
WALLHAMN

ESBJERG

HAMBURG
EMDEN
CORK

PORTBURY

FLUSHING

SOUTHAMPTON

ANTWERP

LE HAVRE

VENICE
RAVENNA
FOS

SAVONA

MONFALCONE
KOPER

LIVORNO
CIVITAVECCHIA

BARCELONA

BAR

SALERNO

SAGUNTO
VALENCIA

GIOIA TAURO

SETUBAL

YENIKOY EFESAN
DERINCE
AUTOPORT
GEMLIK

PIRAEUS
IZMIR

MERSIN
LATTAKIA

TUNIS

LIMASSOL
BEIRUT
&TRIPOLI
HAIFA

AL KHOMS
BENGAZI

ASHDOD
ALEXANDRIA

THE EURO- MED NETWORK
consists of various maritime services for the transport of rolling freight and containers in Europe, the Near East, North Africa, North America and
Mexico.

EUROMED SERVICE: Frequency: Weekly
PORTS: Southampton/ Esbjerg/ Wallhamn/ Antwerp /Valencia/ Salerno/ Piraeus / Izmir/ Yenikoy /Ashdod/ Limassol / Alexandria/ Gemlik/
Yenikoy/ Salerno/ Valencia

EURO-SHUTTLE SERVICE: Frequency: Weekly
PORTS: Salerno/Valencia/Le Havre/Anversa/Portbury/Setubal/Valencia/Livorno/Civitavecchia

EURO-EASTMED: Frequency: Weekly
PORTS: Hamburg/Antwerp/Southampton/Sagunto/Tunis/Al-Khoms/Bengazi/Piraeus/Alexadria/Limassol/Beirut/Tripoli/Mersin/Lattakia/
Gemlik/Autoport/Salerno/Valencia

EURO-AEGEAN SERVICE: Frequency Weekly
PORTS: Emden/Antwerp/Valencia/Efesan/Yenikoy/Autoport/Salerno/Livorno/Barcelona/Portbury/Cork

EAST-WEST MED SERVICE: Frequency: Weekly
PORTS: Gemlik/Bar/Gioia Tauro/Salerno/Civitavecchia/Savona/Fos/Autoport

ADRIATIC SERVICE: Frequency: Weekly
PORTS: Ravenna/Venice/Monfalcone/Koper/Piraeus/Limassol/Haifa/Ashdod/Alexandria/Derince/Autoport/Gemlik/Bar

Updated schedules are available at the following link: https://www.grimaldi.co.uk/agencyuk/schedules.aspx

VITORIA
OCEANUS AG. MARITIMAS
Tel +55 27 3225 5663
agency.vix@oceanus.com.br

SANTOS
OCEANUS AG. MARITIMAS
Tel +55 13 3202 2000
grimaldi.ssz@oceanus.com.br

SALVADOR
OCEANUS AG. MARITIMAS
Tel +55 71 3241 4990
agency.ssa@oceanus.com.br

RIO GRANDE
OCEANUS AG. MARITIMAS
Tel +55 53 3231 1355
agency.rig@oceanus.com.br

RIO DE JANEIRO & SEPETIBA
OCEANUS AG. MARITIMAS
Tel +55 21 3849 5858
grimaldi.rio@oceanus.com.br

PARANAGUA
OCEANUS AG. MARITIMAS
Tel +55 41 3423 1066
grimaldi.png@oceanus.com.br

BRAZIL
ITAJAI
OCEANUS AG. MARITIMAS
Tel +55 47 348 5222
agency.itj@oceanus.com.br

FINNLINK
NAANTALI
Tel +358 (0)10 436 7620
finnlink@finnlink.fiBELGIUM
BEVEREN
Tel +32 (0)3 570 9530
info.be@finnlines.com

SALERNO
AG. MAR. MICHELE AUTUORI
Tel +39 089 230311
autuori@autuori.it
SAVONA
MARITTIMA SPEDIZIONI
Tel +39 019 821375
opssv@marittimaspedizioni.it
TRIESTE
AGEMAR
Tel +39 040 3229793
minoan.ts@agemar.it
VENICE
TEAM SHIPPING AGENCY
Tel + 39 041 2609011
info@team-shipping.com
LEBANON
BEIRUT
ABOURJEILY SHIP
MANAGEMENT SARL
Tel +961.1.449010
charter@abourjeilysm.com
LIBERIA
MONROVIA
UMARCO CORPORATION
Tel +231 77 05 96 35
umarcolr@hotmail.com
LIBYA
TRIPOLI
LIBYA SHIPPING AGENCY
Tel +218 21 340 2528
info@libyashipping.com

LÜBECK

FINLAND
HELSINKI
(HEADQUARTERS)
Tel +358 (0)10 343 50
info.fi@finnlines.com

MALTA
SULLIVAN MARITIME
Tel +356 21226873
info@sullivanmaritime.com.mt
MEXICO
MÉXICO D.F.
GRUPO NAVEMAR
Tel +52(55) 310725
shecker@navemar.com.mx
MONTENEGRO
BAR
INTERLOG
Tel +382 30 313 932
e-mail: nvitic@interlog.me
NETHERLANDS
ROTTERDAM
BROEKMAN MOTORSHIPS
Tel +31 10 487 3911
info@broekman-group.nl
PARAGUAY
ASUNCION
S.M.I
Tel + 595 21 422665
info@smi.com.py
SIERRA LEONE
FREETOWN
SIERRA LEONE SHIPPING
AGENCIES
Tel + 232 22 223453
slsa@sierratel.sl
SINGAPORE
RICHFIELD MARINE AGENCIES
Tel +65 6880 2900
group@richfield.com.sg

TARTOUS
BAHHAR
Tel +963 43325000
infotts@bahharshipping.com
SLOVENIA
KOPER
T.P.G. AGENT D.O.O.
agency@tpg.si
SPAIN
BILBAO
AGENCIA MARITIMA
CONDEMINAS NORTE
Tel +34 94 4232619
linearegular.bio@
amcondeminas.com
SWITZERLAND
BASEL
OZEAN BROKERAGE &
SHIPPING
Tel +41 61 319 00 00
shipping@ozean.ch
TURKEY
IZMIR AND GEMLIK
EGEKONT
Tel +90 232 4777722
egekontizm@egekont.com.tr

SIRIA
LATTAKIA
BAHHAR
Tel +963 41470171
info@bahharshipping.com

SPAIN
MADRID
Tel +34 917500707
sales.es@finnlines.com
SWEDEN
REDERI AB NORDÖ-LINK
MALMÖ
Tel +46 (0)40 176 800
booking@nordoe-link.com

SPAIN
MADRID
Tel +34 91 2044220
madrid1@grimaldilogistica.com
VALENCIA
Tel +34 96 3061300
grimaldi@grimaldilogistica.com
BARCELONA
Tel +34 93 5020400
grimaldibarcelona@grimaldilogistica.
com
SWEDEN
GOTHENBURG
Tel +46 31 607280
info@grimaldisweden.se

Tel +49 (0)451 1507 0
info.de@finnlines.com
POLAND
GDYNIA
Tel +48 (0)58 627 4239
info.pl@finnlines.com

DENMARK
AARHUS
Tel +45 86 206 650
info.dk@finnlines.com
GERMANY

FINNLINES

ITALY
ANCONA
MINOAN AGENCIES SRL
Tel +39 071 201708
minoan@minoan.it
TRIESTE
AGEMAR SRL
Tel +39 040 363737/
3229793
info@agemar.it
HELLENIC LINES SRL
Tel: +39 040 360333
info@hellenic.it

TANGERI
Tel +212 531 111111
sales.tng@ grimaldimaroc.com
NIGERIA
LAGOS
Tel +234 1 279 08802
info@grimaldi-nigeria.com
PORTUGAL
LISBOA
Tel +351 21 3216300
lisboa@grimaldi.pt
SENEGAL
DAKAR
Tel +221 33889 0490
grimaldi@grimaldi-senegal.com

www.minoan.gr

MARSEILLE
Tel +33491399320
info@grimaldi-france.fr
GERMANY
HAMBURG
Tel +49 40 789 7070
info@grimaldi-germany.de
GHANA
TEMA
Tel +233 303 214091
info@grimaldighana.com
MOROCCO
CASABLANCA
Tel +212 522 408 408
agency@grimaldimaroc.com

HAIFA
ALLALOUF AND CO. SHIPPING
Tel +972 4 8611811
mail@allalouf.com
ITALY
BARI
MORFIMARE SRL
Tel +39 0805789825
adriatico@morfimare.it
BRINDISI
DISCOVERY SHIPPING SRL
Tel +39 0831 527667
info@discoveryshipping.it
CIVITAVECCHIA
ATLANTICA CIVITAVECCHIA
Tel +39 0766 21621
civita@comm2000.it
GENOVA
CORK
INTERSEA S.R.L.
OCEAN & GENERAL
Tel: +39 010 5361890
intersea@finsea.it
MARITIME AGENCIES
Tel +353 21 4370000
LIVORNO
ogma@ogma.ie
L.V. GHIANDA
Tel +39 0586 82681
ISRAEL
lvghianda@lvghianda.it
TEL AVIV
ALLALOUF AND CO. SHIPPING MONFALCONE
CETAL
Tel +972 3 5640202
Tel +39 0481 40624
mail@allalouf.com
Cetal@Cetal.it
ASHDOD
RAVENNA
ALLALOUF AND CO. SHIPPING INTERMARINE SHIPPING
Tel +972 8 8513333
Tel +39 0544 600211
mail@allalouf.com
ims@ims-ravenna.it

IGOUMENITSA
MINOAN IGOUMENITSA
PORT AGENCY
Tel +30 26650 24404 /
23077
igoumenitsa@minoan.gr
CORFU
PATRAS TRAVEL CORFU
Tel +30 26610 39112 /
38712
patrasv@otenet.gr

CURITIBA
Tel +55 41 3343 1352
grimaldi@grimaldi-ctb.com.br
RIO DE JANEIRO
Tel +55 21 2516 9005
grimrio.carga@lbc.com.br
SÃO PAULO
Tel +55 11 3046 9844
grimaldi@grimaldi-sp.com.br
VITORIA
Tel +55 27 3235 1401
FRANCE
LE HAVRE
Tel +33 2 3525 9010
info@grimaldi-france.fr

GREECE
PATRAS/CORINTH
PATRAS SHIPPING AGENCIES
Tel +30 2610 426000
minoanpat@pat.forthnet.gr
GUINEA
CONAKRY
GETMA GUINEE
Tel +224 413205
info@getmaguinee.com
IRELAND
DUBLIN
OCEAN & GENERAL
MARITIME AGENCIES
Tel +353 1 278 1188
ogma@ogma.ie

GREECE
HERAKLION
(HEADQUARTERS)
Tel +30 2810 399 800
info@minoan.gr
PIRAEUS
Tel + 30 210 414 5700
grimaldi.ccrr.pir@minoan.gr
PATRAS/CORINTH
PATRAS SHIPPING
Tel +30 2610 426000
info@minoanpat.gr

MINOAN LINES

DENMARK
ESBJERG, AARHUS, COPENHAGEN
NIELS WINTHER & CO.
Tel +45 75 128355
grimaldi@nielswinther.dk
COPENHAGEN
MOTORSHIPS AGENCIES
Tel +45 39 296800
motorships@motorships.dk
EGYPT
ALEXANDRIA
MARINA SHIPPING AGENCY
Tel +20 3 486 3647/485 6972
sedky@smarina.com
FRANCE
MARSEILLE
MATADI
AMARSUD
FULL TRANSIT
Tel +33 4 9115 4400
Tel +243 88 74171
thibers@mar.amarsud.fr
ftmat@ic.cd
DUNKERQUE
CYPRUS
SOCIÉTÉ FRANÇAISE DE
CONSIGNATION
LIMASSOL
Tel +33 3 2858 0531
MANDA NAVIGATION CO
patrick.robert.dkk@sealogis.fr
Tel +357 25- 567070
GABON
info@manda.com.cy
LIBREVILLE
HULL BLYTH ARAOUZOS
GETMA
Tel +241 702 814
Tel +357 25 362223
ibymla@internetgabon.com
CAMEROON
GAMBIA
DOUALA
BANJUL
SOCOMAR
GAMBIA SHIPPING AGENCY
Tel +237-233 424 550
Tel +220 4 227518
agency@socomar-cameroun.com gamship@ganet.gm

CONGO
POINTE NOIRE
SDV/SAGA
Tel: +242 05 7750704
CONGO (EX ZAIRE)
KINSHASA
FULL TRANSIT
Tel +243 88 40113
ftkin@ic.cd
COTE D’IVOIRE
ABIDJAN
Tel: +225 20 30 59 48
grimaldi@grimaldi-ci.com

UNITED KINGDOM
LIVERPOOL
Tel +44 151 472 8000
acluk@aclcargo.com
SWEDEN
GOTHENBURG
Tel +46 31 64 5500
info.se@aclcargo.com

www.aclcargo.com

ARGENTINA
BUENOS AIRES
Tel + 54 11 4515 0030
grimaldi@grimaldi-bue.com.ar
OLBIA
BELGIUM
ANTWERP
+39 0789 183 55 64
Tel +32 3 5459430
cargo.olbia@grimaldisardegna.it
grimaldi@grimaldi.be
PORTO TORRES
BENIN
+39 079 523688
COTONOU
cargo.portotorres@grimaldisardegna.it Tel +229 21 316728
grimaldi@grimaldi-benin.com
ANGOLA
BRAZIL
LUANDA
BELO HORIZONTE
Tel +244 222 310 500
Tel +55 31 3427 5767
fsilveira@grimaldi-bh.com.br
gal@grimaldi.co.ao

CAGLIARI
+39 070 684441
cargo.cagliari@grimaldisardegna.it

BELGIUM
ANTWERP
Tel +323 221 2050
dtlelemans@aclcargo.
com
GERMANY
HAMBURG
Tel +49 40 361 303 0
csrequests@aclcargo.com

GRIMALDI AGENTS

USA
WESTFIELD, NJ
(HEADQUARTERS)
Tel +1 908-518-5300
info@aclcargo.com
VIRGINIA BEACH, VIRGINIA
Tel +1 757 518 8561
vabusrates@aclcargo.com
CANADA
HALIFAX
Tel +1 902 420 9259
hfxrates@aclcargo.com

ACL

ITALY
CATANIA
Tel: +39 095 5862230
info@grimaldicatania.it
GENOA
Tel +39 010 8567291
opsge@glge.it
MILAN
Tel +39 02 89093917
PALERMO
Tel +39 091 6113564
palermo@palermo.grimaldi.napoli.it
ROME
Tel +39 06 4208 3567
roma@roma.grimaldi.napoli.it

WORLDWIDE BRANCHES

Headquarters: Via Marchese Campodisola, 13 • 80133 NAPOLI (Italy) Tel +39 081 496111 • switchboard@grimaldi.napoli.it • www.grimaldi.napoli.it

TILBURY
GRIMALDI AGENCIES UK
Tel +44 1375 844 305
grimaldi.tilbury@grimaldi.co.uk
URUGUAY
MONTEVIDEO
KMA URUGUAY
Tel +598 2909 14 12
info@kma.com.uy

SOUTHAMPTON
GRIMALDI AGENCIES UK
Tel +44 2380 210 250
grimaldi.southampton@
grimaldi.co.uk

SHEERNESS
See Tilbury Office

PORTBURY - BRISTOL
OSPREY SHIPPING
Tel +44 1275 374636
bristolchannel@ospreyltd.com

UNITED ARAB EMIRATES
DUBAI
RAIS HASSAN SAADI GROUP
Tel +971 4 3521515
grimaldi@rhsgroup.com
UNITED KINGDOM
LIVERPOOL
ACL/GRIMALDI DEPT
Tel +44 151 472 8113
exports@grimaldi.co.uk

FINNLINK AB
GRÄDDÖ
Tel +46 (0)176 207 600
finnlink@finnlink.se
UNITED KINGDOM
HULL
Tel +44 (0)1482 377 655
info.uk@finnlines.com

www.finnlines.com

UNITED KINGDOM
LONDON
Tel +44 20 79305683
www.grimaldi.co.uk

TUNISIA
TUNIS
Tel +216 71469070
nyounsi@grimalditunisie.net

TOGO
LOMÉ
Tel +228 22 273 23132
grimaldi@grimaldi-togo.com
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